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SUMMARY
Multidonor antibodies are of interest for vaccine design because they can in principle be elicited in the gen-
eral population by a common set of immunogens. For influenza, multidonor antibodies have been observed
against the hemagglutinin (HA) stem, but not the immunodominant HA head. Here, we identify and charac-
terize a multidonor antibody class (LPAF-a class) targeting the HA head. This class exhibits potent viral entry
inhibition against H1N1 A/California/04/2009 (CA09) virus. LPAF-a class antibodies derive from the HV2-70
gene and contain a ‘‘Tyr-Gly-Asp’’-motif, which occludes the HA-sialic acid binding site as revealed by a
co-crystal structure with HA. Both germline-reverted and mature LPAF antibodies potently neutralize
CA09 virus and have nanomolar affinities for CA09 HA. Moreover, increased frequencies for LPFA-a class an-
tibodies are observed in humans after a single vaccination. Overall, this work highlights the identification of a
multidonor class of head-directed influenza-neutralizing antibodies and delineates the mechanism of their
recurrent elicitation in humans.
INTRODUCTION

Influenza viruses cause contagious respiratory illness in humans

and continue to be a major threat to public health. Recent esti-

mates from the World Health Organization (WHO) indicate that

290,000–650,000 deaths are associated with seasonal influenza

epidemics worldwide each year (https://www.cdc.gov/flu/

about/burden/preliminary-in-season-estimates.htm). Aside from

the yearly outbreaks, influenza viruses have also caused multiple

pandemics, resulting in substantial worldwide health and eco-

nomic burdens (Gilbert, 2018). Despite the availability of vaccines

and antiviral drugs, influenza viruses continue to circulate in the

human population because of their diversification into novel sero-

types and the appearance of pandemic strains. However, even

with the yearly development of new seasonal vaccines incorpo-

rating the latest circulating strains, the efficacy of these vaccines

remains unsatisfactory, ranging from 10% to 60% (https://www.

cdc.gov/flu/vaccines-work/past-seasons-estimates.html); as

such, there is an urgent need to develop more effective vaccines,
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
both with improved seasonal efficacy and with the ability to

neutralize divergent pandemic strains.

An emerging approach to develop effective vaccines against

sequence-divergent viruses like influenza and HIV involves anti-

body lineage-based vaccine design. This approach is predicated

on reproducing or ‘‘re-eliciting’’ a selected neutralizing antibody

class with priming immunogens that engage the earliest

stage of the targeted antibody class followed by subsequent

boosting to trigger somatic hypermutation (SHM), thereby lead-

ing to maturation of antibodies with high binding affinity and

potent neutralizing activity (Kwong and Mascola, 2018). Neutral-

izing antibodies of the same class develop through similar

recombination and maturation pathways and employ the same

mode of recognition. Antibodies of the same class can some-

times be found in multiple donors, and a comprehensive under-

standing of the B cell ontogeny for a particular multidonor anti-

body may thus provide a framework for the design of

immunogens to induce ‘‘re-elicitation’’ of the particular antibody

class.
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Influenza viruses are classified into four types: A, B, C, and D.

Influenza A causes both frequent seasonal epidemics and

pandemic outbreaks in humans (Wright et al., 2007). Hemagglu-

tinin (HA) interacts with sialic acid (SA) on the host cell surface,

which is a crucial step in virus-cell attachment. Most neutralizing

antibodies generated in response to influenza virus infection or

vaccination target HA (Altman et al., 2018; Raymond et al.,

2018). On the influenza virus, HA is a homotrimer, with each

monomer consisting of a globular head and a stem. The HA

head is immunodominant over the stem; however, epitopes on

the HA head are hypervariable, and therefore neutralizing anti-

bodies elicited against the HA head tend to be strain specific

(Dietrich et al., 2017; Sautto et al., 2018). By contrast, antibodies

against the conserved stem can be broad, and a number of

reproducible classes of stem-directed antibodies have been

identified in multiple donors (Ekiert et al., 2009; Joyce et al.,

2016). Although several potently neutralizing antibodies target-

ing the SA receptor binding site (RBS), e.g., CH65 and 1F1 (Tsi-

bane et al., 2012;Whittle et al., 2011), have been identified, these

head-directed antibodies have been isolated only from single

donors, and no multidonor class of HA head-directed antibodies

has been thus far described.

In the current study, we identified a reproducible multidonor

class (the LPAF-a class, named after the donor lineage of the

most potent initially identified antibody) comprising 28 H1N1

A/California/04/2009 (CA09)-neutralizing antibodies from 3 out

of 12 (25%) human vaccinees, each of whom received a single

injection of 2010–2011 influenza trivalent inactivated vaccine

(TIV). These 28 antibodies derived from the HV2-70 gene paired

with four light variable (LV) genes (LV3-21, LV3-9, LV1-36, and

LV2-24). The HV2-70 antibodies accounted for approximately

28%of the 98antibodies isolated from these threedonors (Kwong

et al., 2017), a substantially higher frequencyofHV2-70antibodies

than that observed in the healthy population or in donors from

other vaccine trials (Briney et al., 2019; Galson et al., 2016). To un-

derstand the recurrent elicitation of this class of antibodies, we

produced germline sequence-reverted antibodies and assessed

their binding and entry inhibition ability in bothmicroneutralization

and pseudovirus assays.We further determined the crystal struc-

ture of a LPAF-a lineage antibody in complex with CA09 HA, from

which we delineated a sequence signature for the class.We used

this signature to calculate the frequency by which antibodies of

the LPAF-a class appeared in other vaccination studies, and

observed frequencies to increase by greater than 10-fold after

CA09 vaccination (Cortina-Ceballos et al., 2015; Galson et al.,

2016).Overall, the results reveal howaHAhead-directedmultido-

nor class of antibodies can be frequently elicited and, even with a

single immunization, can be substantially induced.

RESULTS

Sequences of CA09-Neutralizing Antibodies Isolated
from Three TIV Vaccinees Reveal Prevalent HV2-70
Gene Usage
A total of 98 antibodies were isolated from three human vacci-

nees (FISW, LPAF, and FX) receiving a single immunization of

2010–2011 influenza TIV vaccine. The composition of the

2010–2011 TIV vaccine included A/California/04/2009 (H1N1),
2 Cell Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020
A/Perth/16/2009 (H3N2), and B/Brisbane/60/2008. Of the 98 iso-

lated antibodies, 28 (21 from subject FISW, 6 from subject LPAF,

and 1 from subject FX) were derived from the same HV2-70 gene

(Figure 1A). These HV2-70 antibodies exhibited potent entry inhi-

bition against CA09 and the closely related strain A/Michigan/45/

2015 (MI15) in a pseudovirus assay (50% inhibitory concentra-

tion [IC50] geometric mean = 7.4 ng/mL for CA09 and

11.7 ng/mL for MI15), but showed only sporadic inhibition

against other related H1N1 strains, including A/New Caledonia/

20/1999 (NC99), A/New Jersey/1976 (NJ76), and A/South

Carolina/01/1918 (SC18), at relatively high concentrations (p <

0.001) (Figures 1B and S1; Table S1). To analyze commonalities

of these CA09-neutralizing antibodies, we examined the

following seven genetic elements: inferred heavy variable (HV),

heavy diversity (HD), and heavy joining (HJ) genes; third heavy

chain complementarity-determining region (CDR H3) length; in-

ferred LV and light joining (LJ) genes; and third light chain CDR

(CDR L3) length (Kwong et al., 2017) (Figure 1C). We found that

these 28 HV2-70 influenza antibodies belonged to 17 different

lineages, involving the use of four different LV genes, namely,

LV3-21, LV3-9, LV1-36, and LV2-24 (Figures 1C, S2, and S3).

The CDR H3s (Kabat definition) (Wu and Kabat, 1970) of these

HV2-70 antibodies were 12–13 residues in length, whereas the

CDR L3s ranged from 9 to 12 residues in length (Figure 1C).

Both the HV and LV genes had less than 7% SHM at the nucle-

otide level. Thus, these 28 CA09-neutralizing antibodies isolated

from the three TIV vaccinees were genetically similar.

A Multidonor HV2-70 Antibody Class Targets the SA
Receptor Binding Site
To delineate the bindingmode of these 28HV2-70 CA09-neutral-

izing antibodies, we performed negative stain-electron micro-

scopy (EM) analysis of the purified CA09 HA protein in complex

with the antigen-binding fragment (Fab) of a representative

member from each of the 17 antibody lineages. Of note, the pu-

rified CA09 HA protein appeared to be monomeric instead of

trimeric in solution (Figure S4), consistent with a previous study

(Yang et al., 2010). EM images showed that the HV2-70 Fabs

from each of the 17 lineages bound to the globular head of the

HA monomer in a related fashion (Figure 2A). Because each of

these antibodies displayed similar genetic components and

similar modes of recognition for CA09 HA, we categorized

them to be members of the same reproducible or multidonor

antibody class, which we named LPAF-a after the most potent

identified member lineage.

To further define the epitope of this LPAF-a antibody class, we

determined the crystal structure of CA09 HA in complex with the

Fab of antibody LPAF-a.01 (named as donor-lineage.clone) at

2.6 Å resolution (Figure 2B; Table S2). The crystallized complex

contained one CA09 HA globular head bound to one LPAF-

a.01 Fab. Despite the non-trimeric arrangement, the Ca root-

mean-square deviation (RMSD) was <0.44 Å versus trimeric

HA (PDB: 3UBE) (Xu et al., 2012), and for clarity, we thus depict

the LPAF-a.01 complex in the context of a typical HA trimer

henceforth (Figure 2C).

LPAF-a.01 bound the CA09 HA globular head through its CDR

H1, H2, H3, and CDR L1, L2, and L3 regions (Figure 2C, inset).

The heavy chain and light chain contributed 437.6 and
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Figure 1. Analysis of Antibodies from Three

Human Vaccinees Showing H1N1 A/Califor-

nia/04/2009 (CA09) Virus Entry Inhibition Re-

veals Prevalent HV2-70 Gene Usage

(A) Pie chart of the antibody heavy chain gene

usage for the influenza antibodies isolated from

three TIV vaccinees (FISW, LPAF, and FX). A total

of 28 antibodies were derived from the same HV2-

70 gene (highlighted in green).

(B) All 28 HV2-70 antibodies showed potent entry

inhibition for CA09 and closely related MI15, but

poor inhibition for other related H1N1 viruses,

including NJ76, SC18, and NC99. The number of

virus entry-inhibiting antibodies (IC50 cutoff <

10 mg/mL) decreased as the HA ectodomain

amino acid sequence identity to CA09 decreased.

The horizontal dotted line indicates the highest

antibody concentration tested. Experiments were

carried out in triplicates. p value, non-parametric

Kruskal-Wallis test, corrected for multiple com-

parison.

(C) Genetic characteristics of the 28 isolated HV2-

70 antibodies.

See also Figures S1–S3 and Tables S1 and S6.
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393.8 Å2, respectively, to the overall buried surface area (BSA),

as calculated with PISA (Proteins, Interfaces, Structures and

Assemblies; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/pisa/) (Table S3). The

HV2-70 germline-encoded CDR H1 and CDR H2 contributed

122 Å2 (14.7%) of overall BSA and interacted with the Helix

190 region of HA (Table S4) (Lazniewski et al., 2018; Sriwilaijar-

oen and Suzuki, 2012). When modeled onto the trimeric HA,

CDR H2 residues Trp53 and Asp54 could also be observed to

interact with neighboring HA protomer (Table S3). The HD4-17-

derived CDR H3 accounted for 315 Å2 (37.9%) of BSA and inter-

acted mainly with the RBS (Table S4). Interaction of heavy and

light chain residues with CA09 HA (Table S3) was annotated on

the sequence as shown in Figure 2D.

Comparison of the LPAF-a.01 epitope with the footprint of SA

bound to the HA head (PDB: 3UBE) (Xu et al., 2012) indicated

they overlapped at the RBS of the HA head domain (Figure 3A).

In addition to forming extensive hydrogen bonds with HA resi-

dues Ser186, Asp190, Glu227, and Gly228, CDR H3 residue

Asp99 at the tip also used its OD2 to mimic the SA atoms O8

and O9 of the host receptor to form a hydrogen bond to the

Tyr98 OH of HA (Figure 3B). Mimicry of the SA atom O4 interac-
Cell
tion with HA Lys145 atom NZ was also

observed for the main-chain carbonyl

oxygen of CDR L1 Gly29 and Lys31.

Like other RBS-directed antibodies,

LPAF-a.01 inserted its CDR H3 into the

RBS pocket (Figures 3C and 3D). Com-

parison of the modes of insertion

showed that the CDR H3s reached into

the pocket at different depth and with

different angles of approach (Figure 3D).

Antibodies such as CH65 and H2526

with longer CDR H3s (Schmidt et al.,

2015; Whittle et al., 2011) penetrated
deeper than LPAF-a.01 with a 12-amino acid-long CDRH3 (Fig-

ure 3D). CDR H3 of LPAF-a.01 approached the pocket in a

similar way to that of RBS-targeting antibody 8M2 (Xu et al.,

2013) to interact with the side of the pocket that contacts the

SA O9 region, away from the side that interacted with CDR

H3 of CH65 (Whittle et al., 2011) and the SAO4 atom (Figure 3D).

We reasoned that LPAF-a.01, like other RBS-targeting anti-

bodies, sterically blocked the interaction of SA with CA09 HA,

which in turn resulted in inhibition of viral entry. Structure anal-

ysis herein indicated the LPAF-a multidonor antibody class to

resemble other CDR H3-dominated antibodies (Bangaru

et al., 2019; Hong et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2015; Tsibane

et al., 2012; Whittle et al., 2011; Winarski et al., 2015; Xu

et al., 2013) to insert their CDR H3 loops into the RBS to block

SA binding.

LPAF-a Antibody Class Utilizing HV2-70 Has Lower
Recombination Frequency Than Influenza Multidonor
Classes Derived from HV1-69 or HV6-1
As a consequence of differing recombinations, the 28 LPAF-a

antibodies hadCDRH3 lengths of 12–13 amino acids (Figure 1C).
Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020 3
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Figure 2. The Reproducible LPAF-a Antibody Class Binds to the Receptor Binding Site of CA09 HA

(A) EM class average images revealed the antibodies binding to the globular head of CA09HA. One representative antibody from each of the 17 lineages is shown.

Scale bar indicates 10 nm in length.

(B) Crystal structure of LPAF-a.01 Fab in complex with CA09 HA. Only the CA09 HA head is present in the crystallized complex. Heavy chain and light chain of

LPAF-a.01 were colored slate and light pink with CDR H1, H2, H3, L1, L2, and L3 highlighted in cyan, purple, blue, magenta, brown, and hot pink, respectively.

(C) Model of LPAF-a.01 binding to the CA09 HA trimer (PDB: 3UBE). Only one antibody is shown for clarity. The HA protomer with bound antibody was colored

green; the other two protomers of the trimer were colored salmon or gray, respectively. The zoom-in view was rotated 90� to reveal the interactions of CDR loops

with the HA surface.

(D) Paratope of antibody LPAF-a.01. Sequences were annotated with Kabat numbering scheme. Heavy and light residues in contact with HAwere colored blue or

magenta, respectively.B denotesmain-chain interaction,☼denotes side-chain interaction, and✺ denotes bothmain- and side-chain interactions. Residues that

interacted with neighboring protomer when modeled in the CA09 HA trimer model (PDB: 3UBE) were underlined.

See also Figure S4 and Tables S2 and S3.
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Despite this, there was a conserved Tyr-Gly-Asp (YGD) motif in

this antibody class at positions 97–99 of the CDR H3, which

was fully encoded by the HD4-17 gene (Figure 4A) and provided

66.2% of the CDR H3 BSA (Table S4). Specifically, the Asp99 in
4 Cell Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020
CDR H3 interacted with Tyr98 and other residues in the RBS

pocket of HA (Figure 3B; Table S3), whereas Tyr97 in CDR H3

formed hydrogen bonds with Thr187 and Glu227 in the RBS

(Table S3).
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Figure 3. Analysis of Antibody Binding to HA Reveals Similarity of LPAF-a.01 CDR H3 to Those of Other Sialic Acid Binding Site Targeting

Antibodies

(A) The LPAF-a.01 epitope (light orange) overlapped with the sialic acid binding site (outlined in slate) on the HA head.

(B) Key HA residues that interacted with both sialic acid (left) and LPAF-a.01 (right). Atom OD2 of Asp99 at the tip of CDR H3 mimicked the sialic acid atoms O8

and O9 to form hydrogen bonds with HA Tyr98. OD1 and OD2 atoms also interacted with main-chain N atoms of HA residues Glu227 and Gly228. HA Lys145,

which forms a hydrogen bond with sialic acid atomO4, also interacted with main-chain atomO of CDR L1 residues Gly29 and Lys31. Epitope atoms of LPAF-a.01

on HA were colored light orange.

(C) Sialic acid binding site targeting antibodies approach the HA head in different orientations.

(D) Tips of CDRH3s of LPAF-a.01 (blue) and other antibodies (shades of blue) reach into the sialic acid binding pocket on HA (left). A cutaway surface of the HA SA

binding pocket with representative CDR H3s (middle) indicated that LAPF-a.01 did not reach into the pocket as deep as some of the antibodies with long CDR

H3s. CDR H3s of antibodies CH65 (PDB: 5UGY) and H2526 (PDB: 4YJZ), which contain 19 and 21 amino acids, can reach as deep as the HA contact plane of the

sialic acid ring. Modes on CDR H3 interaction vary by angles of approach and depth of insertion (right).

See also Tables S3 and S4.
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Assuming requirements for the LPAF-a class to include both a

HV2-70 gene and a HD4-17 gene encoding a YGD motif, we

calculated the recombination frequency of the LPAF-a antibody

class to be less than 1 in 105 (Figure 4B). This is about one-tenth

the recombination frequency of the HV6-1 HA stem-targeting

antibody class, which contains the very broad 56.a.09 and

MEDI8852 antibodies (Joyce et al., 2016; Kallewaard et al.,

2016), and is 1,000-fold rarer than the HV1-69 antibody class

(Figure 4B), which contains potently neutralizing cross-group an-

tibodies, including F10, CR9114 (Dreyfus et al., 2012), and 27F3

(Avnir et al., 2014; Lang et al., 2017). Despite their high preva-

lence after CA09 vaccination, the calculated heavy chain-recom-

bination frequency for the LPAF-a class was substantially lower

than for other multidonor influenza antibodies.

We also analyzed interactions involving elements encoded by

the HV2-70 gene to understand its preferred usage. We found

Trp53 in the CDR H2, which is conserved in all 28 isolated
LPAF-a class antibodies, to make extensive hydrophobic con-

tacts to Ile219, Cys33, and Tyr97 of CA09 HA. In addition,

Asp54, also in the CDR H2, formed a salt bridge with Lys163

of the neighboring HA protomer (Figure 4C, left panel); however,

this residue was changed to Asn, Arg, or Glu in some of the 28

isolated antibodies. We noticed that the Trp53-Asp54 motif

was not only specific for HV2-70 gene but could also be encoded

by the HV2-5 origin gene (Figures 4C and S5).

Ubiquitous Binding of LPAF-a Germline Antibodies to
CA09HAwith High Affinity Suggests aMechanism for Its
Recurrent Elicitation
Because both HV and LV genes of the LPAF-a antibodies ex-

hibited low SHM (<7%) (Figure 1C), we examined whether the

germline-reverted antibodies would show binding to CA09 HA

and entry inhibition against CA09 virus. Biolayer interferometry

(BLI) assessment of the LPAF-a germline-reverted and mature
Cell Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020 5
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Figure 4. LPAF-a AntibodyClassHeavyChain Has LowerRecombination Frequency Than InfluenzaMultidonor Classes Derived fromHV1-69

or HV6-1

(A) Sequence signature of the reproducible LPAF-a antibody class includes the usage of HV2-70 gene and the ‘‘YGD’’ motif in CDR H3. Germline HV2-70-, HD4-

17-, and HJ4/5-encoded nucleotides and amino acid residues are shown in black, with residues derived from P, N-addition shown in light blue and residues that

have undergone SHM in red. Nucleotides removed by exonuclease trimming are indicated with a line through the letters. Conserved HD4-17-encoded residues

(YGD) are highlighted by a black box. ☼ denotes antibody side-chain-only contacts, and ✺ denotes both main- and side-chain interactions.

(B) The heavy chain recombination frequencies of HV2-70, HV6-1, and HV1-69 influenza antibody classes calculated by software OLGA. The representative anti-

bodies were listed inside parentheses. See method for the class signatures defined for the calculation of recombination frequency. Bar indicates geometric mean.

(C) Combined structure and sequence analyses reveal conserved HVmotif (highlighted in cyan and purplish blue) and compatible heavy chain V germline genes.

Bold font indicated compatible paratope residues on heavy chain germline sequences.

See also Figure S4.
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antibodies showed that both germline-reverted and mature anti-

bodies bind CA09 HA at nanomolar affinities with an average of

7.1 and 5.2 nM, respectively (Table S6). In addition, we observed

both germline-reverted and mature antibodies to exhibit potent

entry inhibition of CA09 pseudovirus with IC50 of approximately

4.4 and 3.3 ng/mL, respectively (Table S6). Overall, these data

suggest that tight HA binding and potent CA09 viral entry inhibi-

tion by the LPAF-a class antibodies are present after recombina-

tion and without substantial SHM. The high affinity of the initial

recombinant and the lack of requirement for SHM provide a

mechanism for the recurrent elicitation of this antibody class
6 Cell Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020
upon vaccination. Notably, this recurrent elicitation occurs

despite relatively low heavy chain recombination frequency.

The LPAF-a.01 Antibody FormsCrucial Interactionswith
Strain-Specific Residues in the CA09 HA Head
The reproducible LPAF-a antibody class neutralized potently

CA09 and MI15, but not other related H1N1 strains (Figure 1B).

When we assessed the neutralizing activity of LPAF-a.01 anti-

body using microneutralization assays with two other CA09 iso-

lates harboring single (K212T) and triple (K123E, A189D, D225G)

mutations, we observed the IC50 to increase drastically with
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these mutations (Figure S6). To understand the strain specificity

of the LPAF-a class, we aligned the LPAF-a.01 epitope residues

on CA09 HA with other HA proteins from diverse H1N1 influenza

viruses and identified several amino acid positions that could

explain its specificity (Figure 5A). We produced CA09 HA mu-

tants with LPAF-a.01 epitope residues mutated to the corre-

sponding residues present in NJ76 HA and compared the bind-

ing affinities of the wild-type CA09 and CA09mutants toward the

LPAF-a.01 antibody. Two single mutations, K145N and E227A,

reduced affinity toward LPAF-a.01 by 17- and 1,500-fold,

respectively, whereas other single mutations induced less than

10-fold decrease in affinity of LPAF-a.01 binding (Figure 5B; Ta-

ble S5). As revealed in the crystal structure, Lys145 formed a salt

bridge with CDR L2 residue Asp51, and also formed hydrogen

bonds with CDR L1 residues Gly29 and Lys31 of LPAF-a.01.

On the other hand, Glu227, which provided �5% of the epitope

surface, formed a hydrogen bond with the conserved CDR H3

residue Tyr97 of the YGD motif (Figure 5C). Hence we showed

that LPAF-a.01 antibody interacted with the residues unique to

CA09; these residues are also present in closely related MI15,

but not in other influenza viral strains tested. This observation

may account for the limited neutralization breadth of LPAF-a

class.

Vaccination Increases Elicitation Frequency of
Antibodies Encoded by Genes Compatible with the
Reproducible LPAF-a Class
With the defined signature for the LPAF-a antibody class (Y97GD

and 12- to 13-residue CDR H3, HV2-70 gene; Figure 4A), we

identified antibodies belonging to the LPAF-a class from two

previous influenza vaccination studies from Galson et al. (2016)

and Cortina-Ceballos et al. (2015). In the Galson et al. (2016)

study, individuals immunized with 2009 monovalent inactivated

CA09 virus (MIV) vaccine showed more than 10-fold increase

post-vaccination in the frequency of antibodies containing the

LPAF-a class sequence signatures (Figure 6A). In the Cortina-

Ceballos et al. (2015) study, MIV-immunized subjects showed

38- to 81-fold increase in the LPAF-a class sequences (Fig-

ure 6A). Consistent with our current findings, the heavy chain

SHM levels of LPAF-a antibodies from both Galson et al.

(2016) and Cortina-Ceballos et al. (2015) studies were <5% (Fig-

ure 6B). We expressed 29 of these signature-matched HV2-70

LPAF-a class heavy chains paired with either of two light chains,

the LPAF-a.01 light chain for 12-residue CDR H3 heavy chains,

or the FISW-a.01 light chain for 13-residue CDRH3 heavy chains

(Table S7). Twenty-seven of the 29 reconstituted antibodies

potently inhibited CA09 viral entry in a pseudovirus assay, with

IC50 geometric mean of 5.9 ng/mL (Figure 6C). Because the

LPAF-a class signature could also be encoded by HV2-5 gene,

we also produced six antibodies using the signature-matched

HV2-5 LPAF-a class heavy chains (Table S7) and found all of

them to exhibit CA09 viral entry inhibition, although with lower

potency than the HV2-70 antibodies, with IC50 geometric mean

of 27.8 ng/mL (Figure 6C). Overall, we observed a significant in-

crease in the frequency of transcripts corresponding to LPAF-a

class antibodies after CA09 MIV immunization, suggesting that

the frequency of LPAF-a class antibodies could be substantially

increased in response to a single vaccination.
DISCUSSION

Multidonor antibodies could in principle form the basis of an

effective influenza vaccine. Here, we describe a multidonor anti-

body class, the LPAF-a class, which was elicited in 3 out of 12

donors (25%) after a single CA09 vaccine immunization. Genetic

analysis indicated that the LPAF-a neutralizing antibodies were

derived from the HV2-70 gene in all three human donors (Fig-

ure 1A). The prevalence of the HV2-70 antibodies identified in

the current study was �28%, which is significantly higher than

observed in the normal human population (Briney et al., 2019).

X-ray crystallography showed that the D-gene-encoded Y97GD

motif present in CDR H3 interacted with the RBS of the HA

head to achieve potent CA09 strain-specific neutralization by

providing 66% of the CDR H3 paratope BSA (Figures 1, 2, and

3; Table S4). Utilization of common D-gene-encoded motifs

has been observed in HA-targeting antibodies derived from

different HV genes (Matsuda et al., 2019; Schmidt et al., 2015).

Previous studies have shown that the HV3-30-derived anti-

bodies 429 B01 and 39.39, as well as the HV6-1-derived anti-

bodies 56.a.09 and MEDI8852 achieved recognition of

conserved epitope on the HA stem using a shared HD3-3-en-

coded Phe-Gly motif (Matsuda et al., 2019). It is noteworthy

that the HD4-17-encoded YGD motif in the LAPF-a class anti-

bodies did not undergo substantial SHM, which potentially

enabled germline-reverted antibodies to bind to CA09 HA with

high affinity (Table S6). The ability of germline-reverted LPAF-a

class antibodies to bind CA09 HA with nanomolar affinities (Ta-

ble S6) may provide a molecular mechanism for recurrent elicita-

tion of this head-directed antibody class. Indeed, post hoc anal-

ysis of two previously published vaccination studies also

showed that heavy chain transcripts with a sequence signature

matching the LPAF-a class increased in frequency upon a single

vaccination, and reconstitution of these transcripts with LPAF-a

class light chains yielded potent CA09 pseudovirus neutraliza-

tion (Figure 6). Given that CA09 is now a reasonably frequent

target within current human B memory (at least in adults), we

would expect antibodies of this class to be elicited at an even

higher frequency in the general population.

Other multidonor antibody classes have been observed to

target influenza HA previously. These includemultidonor classes

that were derived fromHV1-69 (Ekiert et al., 2009; Kashyap et al.,

2010; Lingwood et al., 2012; Pappas et al., 2014; Sui et al., 2009;

Throsby et al., 2008), HV6-1 (Joyce et al., 2016; Kallewaard et al.,

2016), and HV1-18 (Andrews et al., 2017; Joyce et al., 2016; Mat-

suda et al., 2019). These three classes target the conserved HA

stem, so the same epitope is present on HAs from diverse influ-

enza viruses. By contrast, the LPAF-a class targets the

sequence-diverse head region, with the epitope present only

on the CA09 viral strain (Figure 5). Analysis of the crystal struc-

ture indicated that essentially all CDRs of LPAF-a.01 were

involved in antigen binding, with CDR H3 dominating the interac-

tion by contributing�38% of the total BSA. Other RBS-targeting

antibodies from diverse germline origins have been isolated, and

structural studies have revealed different degrees of receptor

mimicry by CDR H3 loops of these antibodies (Chen et al.,

2017; Ekiert et al., 2012; Fleury et al., 1998; Hong et al., 2013;

Huang et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2017; McCarthy
Cell Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020 7
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Figure 5. LPAF-a Class Antibodies Showed Strain-Specific Entry Inhibition Because They Interact with HA Residues Unique to CA09

(A) Sequence alignment of LPAF-a.01 epitope residues with diverse HA H1N1 strains. Phylogenetic distance to CA09 is shown in the last column. @ depicts a

potential glycosylated asparagine within epitope sequence. Residue numbers are shown at the bottom with specific site mutations highlighted in gray shade.

(B) Effects of strain-specific point mutations in CA09 on binding of the LPAF-a.01 antibody. Eight residues in CA09 HA were mutated to the corresponding amino

acids in NJ76, and their fold affinity decrease toward LPAF-a.01 antibody was shown.

(C) Structural basis of critical epitope amino acids in CA09 HA that confer strain specificity.

See also Figure S6 and Table S5.
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et al., 2018; Raymond et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2013, 2015;

Tsibane et al., 2012; Whittle et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2013). Align-

ment of HA in complex with LPAF-a.01 and other RBS-targeting

antibodies showed that all of these antibodies insert CDR H3

loops into the SA binding pocket on HA to occlude the binding

of receptor (Figure 3). However, the modes of CDR H3 insertion

vary in angle of approach and depth of penetration (Figure 3D).

The CDR H3-mediated RBS interactions can be categorized

into three types according to the focal areas: (1) to the region

of the HA RBS pocket that interacts with SA atom O9, as shown

by antibody 8M2 (Xu et al., 2013); (2) to the region of HA RBS

pocket that interacts with SA atom O4 on the opposite side, as

shown by antibodies CH65 (Whittle et al., 2011) and L4A-14

(Huang et al., 2019); and (3) to the middle of the RBS pocket,

as shown by antibodies 1F1 and H2526 (Schmidt et al., 2015;

Tsibane et al., 2012). The CDR H3 of LPAF-a.01 targets the

RBS pocket to a similar region targeted by antibody 8M2, but

it does not reach as deep as other longer CDR H3s (Figure 3D).

RBS-targeting antibodies from diverse germline origins have

been previously identified, but none of them have been
8 Cell Reports 32, 108088, September 1, 2020
confirmed by sequence and structural studies to belong to any

multidonor class. Here, we reported that the LPAF-a class forms

a multidonor antibody class that targets the HA head (Table S4).

In summary, the recurrent elicitation of the multidonor class of

HV2-70 antibodies may provide insight into the parameters for

recurrent elicitation of a multidonor class. Because these anti-

bodies are specific to CA09, they provide a more immunogen-

specific readout for elicitation versus the very broad stem-

directed antibodies that can be stimulated by most influenza

strains and vaccines. Yet, the immunological importance of

these antibodies for vaccine development against the head of

influenza HA remains to be explored. Overall, it appears that

the high affinity of CA09-immunogen to the germline-reverted

version of LPAF-a class antibodies may be the critical parameter

needed to achieve recurrent elicitation. Indeed, we observed

that the LPAF-a class, with its long CDR H3, had substantially

lower heavy chain recombination frequencies than other influ-

enza-targeting multidonor antibody classes (Figure 4B). In gen-

eral, such lower heavy chain recombination frequencies are

characteristic of antibodies with focused CDR H3 recognition,
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Figure 6. Frequency of Transcripts Compatible with the LPAF-a Antibody Class Increases Upon CA09-HA Vaccination

(A) Bioinformatic search of influenza antibodies in previous vaccination studies based on the defined sequence signature. In both Galson et al. (2016) and Cortina-

Ceballos et al. (2015) vaccination studies, the frequency of eliciting these LPAF-a-reproducible antibodies increased 7 days post-H1N1 vaccination.

(B) Box and whisker plot for the LPAF-a class antibodies elicited by vaccination in both Galson et al. (2016) and Cortina-Ceballos et al. (2015) studies showed the

very low HV2-70 germline somatic hypermutation rate (SHM). The median is marked in the middle of the box. The maximum (max) and minimum (min) values are

labeled.

(C) Over 95% (27 out of 29) of the HV2-70 antibodies and 100% (6 out of 6) of the HV2-5 antibodies containing the defined heavy chain sequence signature

showed potent entry inhibition of CA09 pseudovirus. IC50 geometric mean of the antibodies was denoted. The cross-group broadly neutralizing antibody CR9114

and group 2-specific antibody CR8020 were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. Experiments were carried out in triplicates. p value, non-

parametric Mann-Whitney rank test.
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the most common type of antibody recognition. The results pre-

sented here provide insight on how such antibodies might be

reproducibly elicited, despite their low recombination frequency.
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Cortina-Ceballos et al., 2015

3 HV2-5 heavy chains Galson et al., 2016 N/A

Cortina-Ceballos et al., 2015

Virus Strains

H1N1 A/California/04/2009 NIH/VRC N/A

H1N1 A/Michigan/45/2015 NIH/VRC N/A

H1N1 A/New Caledonia/20/1999 NIH/VRC N/A

H1N1 A/New Jersey/1976 NIH/VRC N/A

H1N1 A/South Carolina/01/1918 NIH/VRC N/A

Biological Samples

PBMC of donors FISW, LPAF, FX This paper N/A

Chemicals, Peptides, Recombinant Proteins and Biosensors

CD22-FITC BD PharMingen Cat# 555424; RRID:AB_395818

Anti IgG-APC Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 109-136-088; RRID:AB_2337691

Turbo293 transfection reagent SPEED BioSystem Cat# PXX1002

AbBooster medium ABI scientific Cat# PB2668

Cell culture lysis buffer Promega Cat# E1531

Luciferase assay reagent Promega Cat# E1500

Recombinant H1 CA09 protein Protein Sciences Cat# NR-44074

Bovine serum albumin Sigma Cat# A2058

Anti-total IgG-alkaline peroxidase antibody Southern Biotechnologies Cat# OB2041-04

p-nitrophenyl phosphate Sigma Cat# 487663

20-(4-Methylumbelliferyl)-alpha-D-N-

aceylneuramainic acid sodium salt hydrate

Sigma Cat# 8639

Fugene6 Promega Cat# E2691

COmplete His-Tag Resin Roche Cat# 05893801001

Recombinant Protein A Sepharose GE Healthcare Cat# 17-1279-03

IgG elution buffer Thermo Scientific Cat# 21009

HEPES Life Technologies Cat# 15630-080

Sodium chloride Quality Biological, Inc Cat# 351-036-101

Protease inhibitor cocktail tablets Roche Cat#37378900

Thrombin Millipore Cat# 2964423

Endoproteinase LysC Roche Cat# 11058533103

Endoglycosidase H New England Biolabs Cat# P0702L

Ammonium sulfate Rigaku Reagents Cat# 1008359

PEG 8000 Rigaku Reagents Cat# 1008063

Glycerol Invitrogen Cat# 15514-011

Ni-NTA Capture Biosensors fortéBIO Cat# 18-5103

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Critical Commercial Assays

DNA gene synthesis and cloning GenScript Biotech Corporation N/A

Site-directed mutagenesis GeneImmune Biotechnology LLC N/A

Deposited Data

Crystal structure of CA09 HA in complex with

LPAF-a.01 Fab

This paper PDB: 6URM

DNA sequences of HV2-70 antibodies This paper Heavy chain: GenBank: MT755747, MT755748,

MT755749, MT755750, MT755751, MT755752,

MT755753, MT755754, MT755755, MT755756,

MT755757, MT755758, MT755759, MT755760,

MT755761, MT755762, MT755763, MT755764,

MT755765, MT755766, MT755767, MT755768,

MT755769, MT755770, MT755771, MT755772,

MT755773, MT755774

DNA sequences of HV2-70 antibodies This paper Light chain: GenBank: MT755775, MT755776,

MT755777, MT755778, MT755779, MT755780,

MT755781, MT755782

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

Dog: Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK)

Epithelial Cells

ATCC Cat# CCL-34; RRID:CVCL_0422

Human HEK293T/17 cells ATCC Cat# CRL-11268

Human: FreeStyle 293-F cells Thermo Fisher Cat# R79007

Human: Expi293F cells Thermo Fisher Cat# A14527; RRID: CVCL_D615

Human: HEK293S GnTI- cells ATCC Cat# CRL-3022; RRID: VCL_A785

Recombinant DNA

pCMV-DR8.2 NIH/VRC N/A

pHR’CMV-Luc NIH/VRC N/A

pCMV Sport/h TMPRSS2 NIH/VRC N/A

human IgG1 expression vector NIH/VRC N/A

Lambda light chain expression vector NIH/VRC N/A

Kappa light chain expression vector NIH/VRC N/A

pVRC8400 vector NIH/VRC N/A

Software and Algorithms

GraphPad Prism 8.0 Software GraphPad Prism, Inc. N/A

ForteBio Data Analysis 9.0 software ForteBio, Inc. N/A

HKL2000 HKL Research, Inc. https://www.hkl-xray.com/

Phenix Adams et al., 2004 https://sbgrid.org/software/

Coot Emsley and Cowtan, 2004 https://sbgrid.org/software/

Pymol Schrödinger https://pymol.org/2/

Relion Scheres, 2012 https://www3.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/relion/

index.php/Main_Page

PRISM 7 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific-software/prism/

Dendroscope 3 Daniel H. Huson http://dendroscope.org

BioEdit v7.2.5 Hall, 1999 https://bioedit.software.informer.com/

download/

IMGT Lefranc et al., 2015 http://www.imgt.org

PDBePISA Krissinel and Henrick, 2007 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/pisa/

OLGA Sethna et al., 2019 https://github.com/statbiophys/OLGA
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Tongqing

Zhou (tzhou@nih.gov).

Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code Availability
The 28 HV2-70 antibody sequences isolated from the three human vaccinees are listed in Figure S3, and the accession numbers for

the nucleotide sequences reported in this paper are GenBank: MT755747, MT755748, MT755749, MT755750, MT755751,

MT755752, MT755753, MT755754, MT755755, MT755756, MT755757, MT755758, MT755759, MT755760, MT755761,

MT755762, MT755763, MT755764, MT755765, MT755766, MT755767, MT755768, MT755769, MT755770, MT755771,

MT755772, MT755773, MT755774, MT755775, MT755776, MT755777, MT755778, MT755779, MT755780, MT755781,

MT755782. The HV2-70 and HV2-5 protein sequences are shown in Table S7. Coordinates and structure factors for the protein com-

plex structure reported in this paper have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank and the accession number is PDB: 6URM.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell Lines
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were purchased from ATCC (cat# CCL-34) and cultured in MEM medium. HEK293T cells

were obtained from ATCC (cat# CRL-11268) and cultured in DMEM. FreeStyle 293-F (cat# R79007) and Expi293F cells (cat# A14528;

RRID: CVCL_D615) were purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific Inc. FreeStyle 293-F cells were maintained in FreeStyle 293

Expression Medium, while Expi293F cells were maintained in Expi Expression Medium. HEK293S GnTI- cells (cat# CRL-3022

from ATCC) were adapted for suspension culture in FreeStyle 293 Expression Medium. The above cell lines were used directly

from the commercial sources and cultured according to manufacturer suggestions.

Patient Samples
Peripheral bloodmononuclear cells (PBMC) were obtained from healthy donors before and two weeks after vaccination with the sea-

sonal influenza vaccine. All donors gave written informed consent for research use of blood samples, following approval by the

Cantonal Ethical Committee of Cantone Ticino. The genders of the three human donors in the current study are: FISW (female),

LPAF (male) and FX (male).

METHOD DETAILS

Isolation of CA09-reactive human monoclonal antibodies
Fresh or cryopreserved PBMC were surface stained with anti CD22-FITC (BD PharMingen) as well as anti IgG-APC (Jackson Immu-

noresearch) and enriched via anti-FITC microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). The cell-sorted CD22+IgG+ fraction of memory B cells was

immortalized with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), CpG 2006 and cultured at limiting dilutions on irradiated allogeneic PBMC as previously

described (Traggiai et al., 2004). Supernatants of immortalized and expanded memory B cells were screened after fourteen days in

ELISA assays for specific binding to CA09 HA. Positive cultures were expanded for further studies and characterizations. Immuno-

globulin heavy chain or light chain sequences from positive cultures were retrieved via reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) and sent

for sequencing (Microsynth AG, Switzerland).

Cloning and production of influenza antibodies
Immunoglobulin heavy chain or light chain sequences were constructed by gene synthesis and then cloned into human IgG1,

lambda, or kappa expression plasmids as previously described (Tiller et al., 2008; Whittle et al., 2014). Heavy and light chain expres-

sion plasmid DNA was transfected into Expi293F cells (Thermo Fisher) in 1:1 (v/v) ratio using Turbo293 transfection reagent (Speed

BioSystems) (Kwon et al., 2018). Monoclonal antibodies from the culture supernatants were purified using recombinant Protein-A

Sepharose (GE Healthcare) as per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Antibody gene assignment, nomenclature and genetic analysis
Antibody sequences were annotated using IgBlast (Ye et al., 2013). Antibodies sharing both heavy and light chain V and J gene as-

signments and junction region were grouped into one lineage. Monoclonal antibodies were named as donor-lineage.clone, i.e.,

LPAF-a.01 indicates a clonal member ‘‘01’’ in lineage ‘‘a’’ from the donor LPAF. We noticed that IGHD2-21 was first D germline

gene assigned to FISW-o.01; however, the second and third possible D germline gene were IGHD4-17, which differed by alignments.

Thus, we used IGHD4-17 as assigned D germline gene for FISW-o.01.
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Production of HA-pseudotyped lentiviral vectors and measurement of antibody activity on viral entry inhibition
Influenza HA pseudotyped lentiviral vectors expressing a luciferase reporter gene were produced as described (Yang et al., 2004).

Briefly, HEK293T cells seeded in a 15cm dish were transfected with the following plasmids: 17.5 mg of pCMV-DR8.2, 17.5 mg of

pHR’CMV-Luc, 0.3 mg pCMV Sport/h TMPRSS2, 1 mg of HA from H1 A/South Carolina/01/1918, H1 A/New Jersey/1976, H1 A/

New Caledonia/20/1999, or H1 A/California/04/2009; and 0.125 mg of the corresponding neuraminidase (NA). Cells were transfected

overnight by Fugene6 (Promega) and then replaced with fresh medium. Supernatants containing the pseudoviruses were harvested

48 hours post-transfection, filtered, aliquoted and frozen at �80�C before use.

The viral entry inhibition assays were carried out as follow. Serial dilutions of monoclonal antibodies were mixed with titrated pseu-

doviruses, and then added to 96-well white/black isoplates (PerkinElmer) in triplicate. After incubation for 45 minutes at 37�C, 293T
cells (10,000 cells per well) were added to the plates. Following two hours of incubation, 100 mL of fresh medium was added. Cells

were lysed 72 hours later in 20 mL of cell culture lysis buffer (Promega). 50 mL of luciferase assay reagent (Promega) was subsequently

added to each well. Luciferase activity was measured according to relative light unit (RLU) by MicroBeta luminescence counter (Per-

kinElmer). IC50 were generated using Prism 8.0 (GraphPad).

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay ELISA
Half-area ELISA plates (Corning) were coated with 1 mg/ml recombinant H1 protein (H1 A/California/04/2009) (Protein Sciences) in

PBS overnight at 4�C and blocked subsequently for one hour with 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) in PBS at room temperature.

Quadruplicates of serial dilutions of antibodies were incubated for one hour at room temperature and stained, after washing, with an

anti-total IgG-alkaline peroxidase antibody (Southern Biotechnologies). Development of the plates was done after an additional

washing step by adding 40 ml p-nitrophenyl phosphate substrate (Sigma) and reading them after 30 minutes at room temperature

without light at 405nm. Binding affinities were determined using Prism by extrapolating the concentration at which the antibody rea-

ches 50% of the maximum signal (EC50) via four-parameter nonlinear regression with a variable slope.

H1N1 CA09 virus microneutralization
In-vitro viral neutralization assayswere performed by preincubating a serial dilution of antibody supernatant with 2000 TCID50/ml of A/

California/04/2009 (H1N1) virus for one hour at 37�C and then used to infect cultured Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells, in

MEM infection medium (MEM +Glutamax +Eagle Salts, Kanamycin 1%, TPCK-treated Trypsin 2 mg/ml) (GIBCO). Readout was per-

formed after three days of infection-medium culture by assaying the released Neuraminidase activity conversion of fluorescent sub-

strate solution (20-(4-Methylumbelliferyl)-alpha-D-N-aceylneuramainic acid sodium salt hydrate (Sigma)) in reaction buffer. Substrate

was added to transferred supernatants in black Opaque 96-well plates (Perkin Elmer), and after one hour of incubation at 37�C deter-

mined at EX 355nm/EM 460nm with an Envision Fluorometer (PerkinElmer). The neutralization titer (50% inhibitory concentration

(IC50)) is expressed as the antibody concentration that reduced the fluorescence signal by 50% compared with cell virus only control

wells. The IC50 valueswere calculated by interpolation of neutralization curves fittedwith a four-parameter nonlinear regression with a

variable slope. All antibodies were tested in quadruplicates.

Expression and Purification of CA09 HA
CA09 HA construct C-terminally fused to a thrombin cleavage sequence, T4 fibritin trimerizationmotif, and a hexahistidine affinity tag

were synthesized (Genscript) and cloned into a pVRC8400 expression plasmid as previously described (Whittle et al., 2014). Expi293

cells were diluted to 1.2 3 106 cells/ml and transfected with 500 mg/liter of HA expression plasmids using Turbo293 transfection re-

agent. At day five, themedia was clarified by centrifugation at 2,0003 g and filtered, concentrated, and loaded on Complete His-Tag

Resin (Roche) by gravity flow. The resin was washed with three column volumes of PBS with 50 mM imidazole (Roche) and the target

protein was subsequently eluted in three column volumes of PBS with 300 mM imidazole. The eluted protein was concentrated and

loaded on a Superdex 200 16/60 size exclusion column (GE Healthcare). Fractions corresponding to monomeric CA09 HA were

collected, pooled and concentrated. Removal of the His-tag from the CA09 HA protein was performed by digestion with thrombin

enzyme (1:1000 w/w) (Millipore) at RT overnight. The untagged CA09 protein was further purified on a Superdex 200 16/60 column

and saved for crystallization study.

Antibody Fab preparation
The purified human IgG proteins were cleaved by LysC enzyme (1:4000 w/w) (Roche) at 37�C overnight for Fab preparation. The

enzymatic digestion reaction was stopped by adding in protease inhibitor (Roche). The cleavage mixture was passed through a pro-

tein A column to separate the Fc fragments from the Fab. The Fab collected in the flow-through was further purified by a Superdex

200 16/60 column in either PBS for binding and neutralization assays, or in a buffer containing 5mMHEPES pH 7.5 and 150mMNaCl

for crystallization study.

Negative-stain electron microscopy
HA constructs were mixed with Fab fragments at a ratio of two Fab fragments to one HA monomer, followed by an incubation for 1

hour at 4�C. Samples were then diluted with a buffer containing 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.0, and 150 mM NaCl to a concentration of

approximately 0.01 mg/ml and applied to a freshly glow-discharged carbon-coated grid. The grid was washed with the same buffer,
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and the adsorbed proteins were stained with 0.7% uranyl formate. Micrographs were collected at a nominal magnification of 57,000

on a ThermoFisher Talos F200C electron microscope operating at 200 kV and equipped with a Ceta CCD camera. The pixel size was

0.25 nm/px. Particles were picked automatically using in-house written software (Y.T., unpublished data), as well as manually, and

extracted into 144x144-pixel boxes. Reference-free 2D classification was performed using Relion (Scheres, 2012).

Protein complex crystallization screening
Purified CA09 HA protein was mixed with the LPAF-a.01 Fab in a 1:1.2 molar ratio, and then digested with 1:5000 (w/w) EndoH (New

England Biolabs) at pH 6.1 at RT for two hours. The protein complex was purified by a Superdex 200 16/60 column in a buffer con-

taining 5 mM HEPES pH 7.5 (Life Technologies) and 150 mMNaCl (Quality Biological, Inc.), and concentrated to a final protein com-

plex concentration of approximately 12 mg/ml. The resulting protein complex was subsequently screened for crystallization hits with

Hampton Research, Wizard, and QIAGEN crystal screening kits using a Mosquito crystallization robot. Crystals initially observed

from the wells were manually reproduced. CA09 HA-LPAF-a.01 Fab protein complex crystal grew in 0.2 M NH4SO4 and 23.57%

(w/v) PEG 8000. Optimized crystals were cryoprotected in 30% glycerol and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen for data collection.

X-ray data collection, structure solution, model building and refinement
X-ray data were collected at a wavelength of 1.00 Å at the SER-CAT beamline ID-22 (Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National

Laboratory). Diffraction data were processed with the HKL2000 suite (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). Structure solution was obtained

by molecular replacement with Phaser using search models consisting of the LAPF-a.01 variable region generated with PIGSpro

(Marcatili et al., 2008), the constant region of VRC-PG20 Fab (PDB ID: 4LSU) for the lambda light chain and the HA head region

(PDB ID: 5K9O). Refinement was carried out with Phenix (Adams et al., 2010). Model building was carried out with Coot (Emsley

and Cowtan, 2004). The Ramachandran plot was determined by MOLPROBITY (Davis et al., 2004). Data collection and refinement

statistics are shown in Table S2.

Delineation of sequence signatures
We performed a structure-based process to identify sequence signatures for the HV2-70 class CA09-neutralizing antibodies. We

observed fifteen distinct memory B cell lineages, from subjects FSIW, LPAF, and FX, to share heavy chain sequences derived

from a recombination of HV2-70 with HD4-17, and HJ4 or HJ5, to yield highly similar amino acid sequences in the CDR H3. These

fifteen lineages have a CDR H3 length of 12-13 amino acids (Kabat number) and a conserved 97YGD motif. The HV2-70 heavy chain

paired with different light chain V genes, including LV1-36, LV3-9, LV3-21, and LV2-14. Structural analysis of LPAF-a.01, a prototypic

antibody of this class, revealed that heavy chain binding involved the HD4-17-encoded CDR H3 with Gly98 and Asp99 contributing

�176 Å2 of BSA (Figure 4A). In addition, Trp53 and Asp54 fromCDRH2, which are well conserved among all 28 antibodies for binding

to CA09 HA, were included as part of the signature. With that, HV2-5 and HV2-70D genes could also be the potential the germline

genes. However, we excluded HV2-70D germline gene because HV2-70D*14 is reported from the study in Africa, and HV2-70D*04

nucleotide sequence is identical to IGHV2-70*04.

Antibody recombination frequency calculation
The heavy chain NGS data of thirteen healthy donors were downloaded from https://github.com/crowelab/PyIR and https://github.

com/briney/grp_paper. Non-productive sequences were sieved to serve as the dataset for IGOR to inference the model (Marcou

et al., 2018). The models were used by OLGA to compute probability of having specific CDR H3 recombination (Sethna et al.,

2019). The recombination frequency of LPAF-a class antibody was calculated by masking HV2-70, 99YGD and 12 �13 aa on CDR

H3. For 56.a.09 antibody, germline HV6-1, 100FG and 14-16 aa were applied for CDR H3 signature. For antibody class using HV1-

69 gene, such as F10, CR9114, and 70-1F02, the IGHV1-69 alleles with 54F being marked as required V germline gene, 98Y and

12-17 aa CDRH3were applied. We noticed an outlier in the recombination frequency of IGHV1-69 alleles. We examined the germline

gene assignment of NGS reads and found that both IGHV1-69 alleles in outlier do not have Phe54.

Construction of germline-reverted antibody
The Kabat schematic was used to define the framework of antibody.We reverted somatically mutated residues that are inside V and J

gene regions to germline amino acids but kept the mature CDR 3 sequences in the germline-reverted antibody.

CA09 HA mutagenesis
CA09 HA construct C-terminally fused to a thrombin cleavage sequence, T4 fibritin trimerization motif, and a hexahistidine affinity tag

were used as a template for mutagenesis. Eight different single amino acids on the CA09 HA epitope were mutated to the corre-

sponding residues from the most phylogenetically similar NJ76 HA. The resulted CA09 mutant variants were expressed and purified

as previously described, and subsequently used for the Octet binding assay.

Binding affinity measurement by Bio-Layer Interferometry
The hexahistidine affinity taggedCA09HAprotein (30 mg/ml) diluted in PBS containing 1%bovine serum albuminwas captured onNi-

NTA sensor tips to a level of approximately 1.0 – 1.2nm. The duration of protein capture was 300 s. The sensor tips were then washed
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with PBS with 1% bovine serum albumin for 120 s. After washing, the sensor tips were dipped into the Fab with eight different con-

centrations (200 nM, 100 nM, 50 nM, 25 nM, 12.5 nM, 6.25 nM, 3.125 nM, 0 nM) for an association length of 300 s. After Fab binding,

the sensorswere placed back into PBSwith 1%bovine serumalbumin for a dissociation length of 300 s. Antibody binding experiment

was performed on a ForteBio OcteRed 96 machine. Subsequent data analysis was performed using the ForteBio Data Analysis 9.0

software.

Bioinformatics analysis of NGS samples
Two next-generation sequencing (NGS) samples from flu vaccine trials were obtained using accession number PRJNA336096 (Gal-

son et al., 2016) and PRJNA301150 (Cortina-Ceballos et al., 2015). Germline genes were assigned to all reads using IgBlast (Ye et al.,

2013). For samples used with the 454-pyrosequencing platform, we discarded all reads shorter than 330 nucleotides, having stop

codon, and non-productive sequences. For the Illumina MiSeq paired heavy and light chain dataset, we filtered out the reads shorter

than 330 nucleotides, having stop codon, and non-productive sequences, then singleton reads in the remaining sequences were

removed.

The filtered NGS reads were separated into pre- and post-CA09 influenza-vaccinated sets. Reads were further analyzed for the

heavy chain germline genes HV2-70 and HV2-5, CDR H3 length of 12 – 13 amino acids (Kabat notion), and a sequence signature

‘‘YGD’’ in the CDR H3 junction. We used CD-HIT to cluster filtered reads based on their CDR H3 nucleotide sequence (Fu et al.,

2012). The CD-HIT parameters, identity and sequence coverage threshold were set to 90% and 97%, respectively. We selected

centroid sequence of each cluster paired with light chain of LPAF-a.01 for neutralization assay. In cases of using framework 1 primers

in the PCR, we used amino acids from the germline V gene to recover the n-terminal framework region.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To calculate statistical significance, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test and non-parametric Mann-Whitney rank test were used.

Software GraphPad Prism 8.0 was used for statistical analysis.
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